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he would have been a great bore in I 44 Florence, did Lord St. Clyde propose!
PRINTERS’ DUES.
DEFERRE» ARTICLES.
society; as it was, he wTas a most de to day ??; said Emma to her,cousin in the
There is no class of individuals in the
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, fey
.
The
New York American gives the follow^
lightful young man—so much proper evening.
community who lose so much, in proportion
JAMES K.REMICH.
mg
paragraph
from the London Courier ot
“
Not
quite,
but
as
nearly
as
possible;
I
by non-payers of their bills, as the printers April 30, received by the packet ship ÉngOfficeon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House’. reserve.
terms of the gazette and palladium.
The galoppe in Gustave roused the declare I will never speak to Sir Percy of Newspapers. Of this there is no ques landi from Liverpool.
. Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— earl from a feverfe.
Hope again.”
tion at all—it can be clearly demonstrated.
The London Courier of the 30th says, à
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
Time ! time I can nothing stay thee !
There
are a multitude of those in the world considerable Sensation âeerhs to hâve been
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
44 Are you too much fatigued to join
The season was passing rapidly-, and Flor who will take a newspaper, year after year, excited in Paris, by an order of the day read
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
in the galoppe, Miss Neville ?”
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
ence had had four proposals; of course she with no more thought of remunerating the in all the barracks of that city on Wednesdays
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
“ Oh yes ! I never galoppe—it fa had refused them, although they had not
labors and expenditures of the Printer, than to announce to the officers of the several re
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
tigues me so ; Is it possible you like been tendered by the Earl of St. Clyde.— they
’charged for its insertion.
entertain ideas of moral justice, or of giments of the garrison that they will be al
that romp, Lord St. Clyde ?”
Still she continued her gay and giddy future retribution. They will, week after lowed, on their application, tb serve in thé
Foreign Ligation. After the reading of this
The
earl
persisted,
but
Florence
round.
Still she saidj 44 he shall propose,” week, and month after month, and year af Order of the day, 46 officers put down their
MISCELLANEOUS.
would not dance; he persuaded, but until the last opera of the season.
ter year, feast upon what is collected With so names ; add this number will probably bè
Pale, languid, but still delicately beauti much toil and cost, and sent to their very much increased when the invitaton is madb.
she would not listen ; he condescended
LOST AND WON.
to repeat the request, and almost al ful, the spoiled and petted Florence leant doors, apparently without the least feeling of known to the officers of the other corps of
OR, THE THIRI) SEASON.
lowed
a compliment to escape him;— back in her box, deaf to the strains of the obligation of any kind to those who thus fur the army. It was supposed to be the inten
w Yes-, he shall propose this season,
syren Grisi—regardless of the adulation a- nish them. We are inclined to think well tion of the Ministry immediately tb send
and then I shall have the gratification^ no, Florence was firm, the earl said no round her, and disgusted with every thing in of human nature upon the whole—and it those officers to the head quarters of Gen;
the delight, the exquisite triumph of re more, but drew himself up.—Sudden the shape of gayety. She leant back in her constrains us to believe that there must be Bernelle, to organize in the Spanish territory;
companies, and battalions, the men be
fusing him ? It will only serve him ly Florence rose with her brightest chair, and closed her eyes for a second ; on entertained, by some, utter misapprehension into
longing to our southern divisions, who will
smile*
right I?
opening them, she saw a pair of dark eyes in regard to the matter of printing newspa be sent thither in small detachments.
44 I am too selfish my lord ! that gal
Such was the language of Florence oppe is so inspiring that 1 cannot resist fixed with more than common earnestness pers ; that many believe that it costs noth There was even a report in Paris that
on her face. It was Lord St. Clyde—those ing—and that they can be furnished for noth Some detachments from Gen. Harispe’s corps
Neville’s eyes, as she contemplated, it.”
wild eyes could only belong to him. What ing. They little take into account, that the of observation had already passed the fron
with no little satisfaction, the graceful
A change came o’er the spirit of St. possessed Florence at that moment ■?- She materials and machinery are costly and that tier. The only positive news, however, froni
Reflection of her figure in the glass, be Clyde—he was another creature ; and did not bow—she did not smile—she mere
that quarter was, that a great firing had been
fore which she was attiring for the first Florence was herself again all triumph ly bent forward and whispered the word of they must be paidfor—\.\\at constant labor is heard at St. Sebastian, but on what account
necessary, night and day, that many jour was not known. A report prevailed in Paris
ball of the season.
ant. The next moment the dancers departure to her champeron ; then, winding neymen are satisfied with nothing less than on the 28th, that prinbe Esterhazy was tb bé
Of whom was she speaking? of whom were thrown into confusion^ there was her cachemere round her, she placed her weekly settlement of their accounts. How substituted for Count Appony^ as Austrian
thinking? Why did that short rosy a rush toward the windows, & Lord St. arm within that of Sir Percy Hope, and left then can printers wait for years ? and then Ambassador to the French Court;
in many cases get nothing. The fact is
lip curl with such beautiful scorn, as Clyde was seen darting through the the box.
The embarrassment in money transaction^
The next morning Florence was really that printers are in this way, defrauded of a
the last look was given at the snowy crowd toward the conservatories, with
unwell. She said “ not at home” to every .good proportion of what they would lay up is now greater than it was two years ago
¡dress which hung in its lace folds like a fainting figure in his arms—it was
when the deposites were removed. Th©
one, and began to tune her harp. String’al- for old age.
Cood payers enable them fault was all then laid to the Bank. Whoso
-summer clouds, round the fairy form of Florence Neville ?
ter string gave way as she drew tl?em up. to
I live long ;—and non-payers plunder them fault is it now ? The Bank had then but lit
its young mistress ? Florence was at
The cousin bent affectionately over “ Like me, poor harp,”fshe sighed, “ you of
< what belongs to their grey hairs. We en tle of the public money. It never had mucll
that moment picturing to herself the the insensible girl, and the earl knelt are sinking, spoiling fronf neglect !”
treat the inconsiderate and unjust to think at a time, because as fast as it was received it
subjugation of one high heart which by her with a glass of water. 44 It was
Suddenly the door opened, and a visiter ia little of these things—to think if they could went to pay the public debt Yet for the usé
had obstinately refused doing homage my fault !” exclaimed St. Clyde, in an was announced.
.
itake as well as practice this mode of deal of it the bank paid a bonus of $1,500,000, and
at her shrine ;—of one being in the agitated voice ; 441 made her dance
“ Not at home 1” cried Florence hasti- ing
i —if they could patiently bear to be de notwithstanding its use was thus paid for;
these deposites were violently taken away
ly.
wide world who had denied her power, good God ! how lovely she looks ; she
frauded of ten per cent, at least, of their from it. But now the debt is paid, and th©
44 Pardon me, for once I disobey,” said a Hustings and just dues r We make no com money continues to accumulate. And who
calmly gazed at her undoubtedly love does not revive-—what shall we do ?”
ly countenance, and tranquilly disap
44 Has no one salts ?” cried Emma ; voice, and Lord St. Clyde entered. He plaint that our wrongs in this thing are sin has it ? Why some twenty or thirty favored
proved her “ style.” It was insuffera 44 call my uncle, I think he had better continued ;—44 I have intruded I confess but gular, or above the common lot of printers ; banks, selected by Amos Kendall and Reu
ben M. Whitney : they have it and pay noth
ble; so Florence determined that her go home—who has any salts ?” The it is only for a moment. 1 come, Miss Ne but believe that we speak the language, and ing
for the use of it. It is worth two millions
ville, to wish you—to bid you—a long, and plead the cause of the whole fraternity ;
third season should be marked by the earl was already gone for them.
of dollars a year to them. They use it to
perhaps a last farewell 1”
and we cannot but believe that these gentle
speculate in public lands with, or to shavé
conquest of the haughty, high, and With a stifled lapgh Florence opened
44 Farewell 1” said Florence, dropping her suggestions will prompt many to an immedi
handsome Earl of St. Clyde ; not that her wide beautiful eyes, and start harp key 44 this resolution has been sudden ate practical sense of justice on this point. the mercantile community, whose business is
embarrassed by the scarcity of money thus
she cared for him—oh np ! she was ed up.”
ly taken, has it not ?”
Salem Observer
made by this monopoly of the public treas
only determined to make him propose ;
44 Was it not well done ?”
44 No,” replied the earl, 44 1 am going to
ure. How long will the people submit to bd
indeed, there was a sort of a playful
seek in Italy the happiness which is denied 44 THE BIGGER FOOL THE BET so cheated? shaved, and robbed by this ban
44 Good heaven, Florence 1”
ditti of political speculators and public plun
TER LUCK.”
wager between her cousin Emma Ne
44 Well, my dear, did you never hear of me here.”
I have seen men, merely by noise and derers ?—Kennebec Journal.
44 Italy 1” exclaimed Florence, turning
ville and herself on the subject, and any one fainting before ? You will lose the
her eyes like melting sapphires on the earl, fluency, lead the conversation in companies
Florence felt her credit at stake if she wager ; cwzf/ia mia 1”
The anti-masonic Natwndl Convention, gdf
t4 My dear Florence, how you frightened —44 dear, bright sunny Italy ! my own fair where there was taste, talent, and learning, up by those who non-concurred in the nom
failed.
though they possessed neither of the three. ination of Gen. Harrison by Pennsylvania^
land 1”
u Have you thought of our wager, me 1”
I have known lawyers to gain their cau has proved a complete abortion. The Con
44 Is it yours, Miss Neville ?” said St.
Florence ?” said Emma Neville as 44 Never mind—-hush here they come, now
ses, by impudence and vociferation, when vention was on the 5th May, in the city of
take papa to the ball-room for my boa, and Clyde eagerly.
they descended to the drawing room to leave the rest to me.”
44 Yes, my lord ; Florence was my birth neither themselves nor their jury knew pre Philadelphia. It mustered about 20 mem
gether.
probably Van Burenites in disguise, whd
Emma did as she was desired and forbore place and my home for fourteen happy cisely their drift.
“ To be sure ! You think I shall to ask any question until they got home ; years.”
I have frequently seen men take their sneaked away home again as quiet as possi
lose it, I can read your thoughts.”
seats in the legislature, because they beg ble. It is said Harrison is as strong in Penn
then she anxiously inquired, 44 Did he
Lord St. Clyde paused — nothing is so ged suffrages, and gave away whiskey, sylvania as Jackson was in 1828;
“ If he is the St. Clyde of last season propose ?”
awkward as a pause in a fete a tete ; he felt while those who disdained to stoop to such
you certainly will,” laughed Emma,
The New York Legislature ddjourried ori
44 No 1 provoking man ; but very nearly.
this, and quickly rousing himself, he said measures, were left at home.
Thursday last, after a session of 143 days ;
44 That man is invulnerable, Florence.” —Did I not faint well ?”
hastily.
I have seen a brainless fop marry a fine having passed 536 acts,—a greater number^
44 Yes, it will not do, Fldrence ; that man
44 Nous perrons, nous verrons 1” said
44 I will not interrupt you any longer.— girl, and break her heart before the end of we believe, than was ever before passed, by
does
not
care
for
you.
”
the beauty ; and taking her fathers
Farewell ! ■—perhaps we may meet again.”
the first year, though her hand had been so any legislative body, in one session.—A small
arm, she sprang lightly into the car 44 Never mind that, he shall propose.”
44 Perhaps we may—good bye,” said licited in vain by the wealthy, the wise, and number only of these acts are of a public na
44
But
you
do
not
care
for
him
?
”
ture* A large proportion of them are acts of
riage.
Florence, extending her hand; it was slight the honorable.
44 Qu’importe ? he shall propose.”
incorporation. Among them are fbrty-tWd
It was a briliant ball 1 The rich and
ly,
very
slightly
pressed,
and
she
was
alone,
1
have
seen
stupid
creatures,
who
scarce

for the incorporation of rail road companies^
44 Never.”
For a moment she felt as if the past were a ly knew the top of a tobacco hill from the Twelve new banks have been established
the noble, the young and the beautiful
44
I
will
make
him
1
Remember
this
is
on

dream ; but, glancing on the ground, she bottom, plod on and get rich, while men which, withan addition to the capitals of two
—all were there ; and in the centre of
the first ball of the season !”
saw a white glove—it was the earl’s ; she of real intelligence and industry have pined existing banks, increase the bank capital of
an admiring circle, dazzlingly capri ly Lady
Mounteagle gave nfete at her villa
the State by the sum of $5,670,000. All thd
cious, stood Florence. She was pre at Puttneys. Mr. and Miss Neville were turned away, and leaning on the marble in poverty.
new banks, except one, are situated in thd
slab
of
a
beautiful
mirror,
she
gazed
at
the
Did
you
never
see
a
part,
or
all
of
these
paring to waltz with a tall, dark, un there of course. Florence had an exquisite
interior.—Boston Daily Adv.
things ? If you did not, I congratulate you
bending looking personage, who was boquet, but she saw Lord St. Clyde advan faultless reflection of her face.
44 Beauty, beauty ?”—murmered she 44 pal on your prospects of good luck ; for you pos
apparently quite indifferent as to wheth cing toward her ; therefore she prudently try
Murder.—We are informed that a man na
gift ! since it could not win St. Clyde!”
the qualities to which it is promised by med Keazer was murdered near the mills o/
er he supported her light figure or that dropped it into the centre of a large myrtle And burying that young face in her hands sess
the adage.
Messrs. L. A. Bigelow & Co. at Pushavv
of any one else ; this w*as Lord St. bush.
she fairly burst into a passion of tears.
Lake, on Friday, by his son-in-law, named
Clyde. Florence, on the contrary,
44 You have no boquet, Miss Neville,”
44 Florence! my own, my idolized !.” said
Important improvement in shoes and Davis, who afterwards came down to Stillywas all sparkling gaity ; she was danc was one of his lordship’s first remarks;44 are a voice close to her. She turned, and utter boots.—The following is a method of pre water, and was arrested while relating th©
ing with him for the third time ; anoth you not fond of flowers ?”
ed a real, genuine, unartificial shr^.
paring water-proof leather ata very small circumstance as having been heard of by him«
The murder was committed With a inaliefy
44 Yes, passionately,” said Florence,44 but
The Earl ol St. Clyde was at her feet.
er moment, and they were flying round
expense, and will be found invariably to suc used in splitting shingles, in which occupa
*
*
#
*
I have lost mine : I am so sorry, for I fear
the circle with rapid grace.
ceed
Take one pint of drying oil, two tion the person killed was engaged. Upotl
44 Well, Florence,” said Emma Neville to ounces of yellow wax, two ounces of spirits proceeding to the spot where the bddy was
Things went on exceedingly well. I shall not easily find another so beauti
the Countess of St. Clyde one day, 44 you of turpentine, and one ounce of Burgunda left, a man was found near, drunk, and it is
Florence knew her ground and the ful.”
game she was playing, and as she pass 44 Will you allow me to endeavor to sup must really give me a lesson on proposals pitch, melted carefully over a slow fire ; with therefore supposed that Rum was the cans©
was the instant re —how well you managed your husband’s— this composition new boots and shoes are to of the foul deed. A coroner from Orond
ed Emma the cousins exchanged glan ply its place with this
be rubbed in the sun, or at a distance from the took possession of the body ; but we have not
ply. Florence smiled and blushed as she teach ine^your art,
ces. That of Florence said, 44 he is
learned the result of the inquest. These ard
took it; the smile was art, but the blush 44 No, no, you are quite mistaken,” laugh fire, as often as they become dry, until they
the circumstances so far as we have been ftwon!”—that of Emma, 44 not yet 1”
nature—for she could not help it. Lord St. ed Florence ; 44 no one could be more sur are fully saturated ; the leather then is im ble to obtain them. We do not vouch fof
44 I’m afraid you are fatigued,” said Clyde’s eyes were fixed on her face, and the prised at St.Clyde’s proposal than myself, pervious to wet, the shoes and boots last
correctness, thefe being many contra
Lord St. Clyde, as he lead his partner next moment she found herself walking with for I had given him up. Art failed, my much longer, acquire softness and pliability, their
dictory reports in circulation.
to a seat.
Bangor Whig Courier*
him, whilst Mr. Neville was speaking to dear Emma, and nature gained the day in and thus prepared, are the most effectual
44 Oh; no, not much,” replied Flor the hostess, whose gaunt daughter was look this case. Take care how you make nets, preservatives against cold and chilblains.—
Mr. Clay has been detained for several
London Paper.
ence ; 44 but the rooms are very warm. ing very spiteful. Florence played ber they never answer. Men are shockingly
days from the discharge of his public duties
It is impossible to dance, and still more part to admiration. Lord St. Clyde was in sharp-sighted now !”
Cloves.—Intemperance.—1 Father, what on account of the severe and dangerous ilL
her power, for she had engaged him in an
London Court Journal.
so to breathe—particularly here.”
ness of his youngest son*
animated
flirtation.
They
where
standing
makes
Mr. —«— eat cloves,’ saidHenry, as
She was in one corner of the room—
on the brink of a beautiful fountain, when
Mr.
------had
just
left
them.
French Claims.—The Cashier of the Bank
The Rev. Dr. Fisk of the Middletown
the most crowded, and removed from the earl exclaimed,44 do you know the lan
4 Why I don’t know,’ said the father—41 of America gives notice that he will pay 50
Con. Theological Seminary, in one of his
either door or window.
guage of flowers, Miss Neville ?”
suppose he likes the taste of them.’
cents on a dollar of the amount received of
discourses, illustrated the sophistry of the
44 The conservatories are cool,” said
4 1 guess I know,’ cried Charles, who was the indemnity, to those claimants holding
44 No,” said Florence, 44 but it must be abolitionists by the following anecdote.
the earl, but he did not offer to lead her very pretty ; do you know it, my lord ?”
a little older than Henry. i I guess he certificates from the Treasury department^
44 The eccentric Lorenzo Dow, lately de
there, Florence was perfectly aware
drinks rum and eats cloves so that people on and after the 15th of June next.
44 Yes, by heart.”
ceased, had by building a milldam across a
that the conservatories were cool, but 44 Then tell me what these mean ¡’’exclaim stream flooded his neighbors’ ground above may not smell it in his breath.’
The population of Illinois is nearly
she knew also that they had another ed the beauty quite innocently as she offered the dam. They commenced a suit against
000. In 1800 it was less than three hundreds
To
make
currant
wine.
—
Break
and
advantage—-they were perfect groves him his boquet, which was composed of a him, and obtained a verdict in their favor,
of the choice flowers and orange trees ! white rose, a pink rose bud, some myrtle, on the principle that he was invading their squeeze the currants—put three pounds and
The past winter has been uncommonly se
consequently no spot was ever better and one geranium. The earl hesitated, and rights. This verdict convinced Lorenzo, a half of sugar to two quarts ofjuice and two vere
in Italy. The olive trees and vegeta
quarts of water. Put in a keg or barrel. Do
laughed
;
then,
suddenly
recovering
himself,
that every moment he kept the water in its
suited for a flirtation—perhaps for a
tion generally have suffered very much. Ill
not
close
the
bung
tight
for
three
or
four
days
proposal. With experienced poli he said, 44 they speak in their simple lan- present position, he was guilty of a legal that the air may escape while it is fermenting. the mountains of Albano the fruits froze iri
cy, however, she only leant gracefully guage the sentiment that I dare not ex- sin; and on the ground that every man After it is done fermenting, close it up tight. the houses.—Jeffersonian.
should quit sinning immediately, he at once
back and gently fanned herself. Lord press.”
—When raspberries are plenty, it is a great
The Rev. Henry Ware has been elected fd
Florence felt her heart beating, but she became a convert to the doctrine of imme
St, Cyde stood by her side. He was
improvement to use half raspberry juice, preach the next anniversary sermon before!
only laughed—that laugh encouraged the diate abolition. He accordingly went to
any thing but a ball-room man ; for
and half currant juice. Brandy is unneces the “ Convention of Congregational Minis
work and forthwith abolished (or deraolish—44 Florence, forgive me if”—
though his figure was faultless, and his earl
sary when the above mentioned propor ters.” The first instance, we believe; of a
44 Ah, Miss Neville, I have been looking edj his milldam. The immediate conse
dancing just enough to show it off, he for you every where and here you are, all quence of letting off so large a quantity of tions are observed. It should be kept a Unitarian clergyman being chosen.
Boston Transcript*
had none of that charming fluency of alone 1” cried one of Florence’s gay train, water at once, was the deluging the coun year or two, before it is used, Age improves
conversation which a dancing partner the elegant Sir Percy Hope.
try below, and a great destruction of property it.
The nest of counterfeiters, a part of whon&f
should have; he could not pay a com 44 Oh, no, not alone,” said Florence, rath and Lorenzo was taught by a second pros Cough and Colds.—Horse radish cut into were arrested some time since, in Oxford
pliment if he did not feel it—he would er annoyed;44 Lord St. Clyde—why where ecution and assessment of damages, that small pieces and ehewed in the mouth, is an county,- have most of them runaway and for
his immediate abolition had led him into a excellent remedy for hoarseness, coughs, feited their recognizances, which were very
not if he thought it was expected; there is”—
small.—Kennebec Jour.
greater sin than he was guilty of before.”
cold* and cases of incipient consumption.
The earl was gone«
fore, had he been Mr. St. Clyde, Jr.,
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insisted on its amendment and agreed to the
From the Creek Country.—There is i|tti
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. proposed conference.
late news from the Creek Indians, exem
MAIL ARTICLES
Mr. Hunt of New York, called the atten
general rumors of massacres, which are likP
ly to be much exaggerated.—That the whX
Later from Europe.—The ships Corrol of TWENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION. tion of the House to a printed document from
[From the New Orleans Bulletin.]
the Globe office, which had been laid on the
frontier, however, is in a state of the great™
Carrolton, and Splendid, from Liverpool, and
TEXAS.
SENATE.
tables of members, and which they were un
Charlemagne from Havre, have brought ac
The following are copies of letters and doc alarm, and justly so, there is no doubt Th
MONDAY, MAY 30.
wittingly circulating, which contained the re uments direct from Houston’s Camp, receiv report of a battle between the Alaba».'
counts from London to May 5, and from Par
The bill to regulate the public deposites port of Mr. Pinckney’s committee, with a ed yesterday by the steamer Levant, from troops and the Indians, in which the I«».?
is to the 6th. They do not appear to em
brace any news of importance. We give a was taken up, and Mr. Ewing addressed the false statement of the votes on the adoption of Natchitoches. The orders are copies of lost 400 in killed, wounded and prisoner,'
the resolutions. In the course of some discus translations from the original Spanish.
few extracts, which are furnished by the New Senate upon it at length.
mentioned in a letter from Macon ’of May 21
York papers. The Charlemagne brought
sion which ensued, it was explained that by
published in the Salem Gazette, must bee
Santa Anna to Gen. Philasola.
TUESDAY, MAY 31.
out eight hundred thousand francs in gold,
an error of the printer, the record of the vote Army of Operations, Coast Division under roneous, as it is not confirmed by account
being part of the indemnity money.
from Columbus, to the same date, and fin
A bill to provide for the payment of the on another motion was inserted as the vote
my command.
Fort Mitchell and other places. The san?
Letters have been received from Col. Ches passage of Gen. Lafayette to the United on the first resolution. A motion to suspend
Having yesterday had an unfortunate en report is mentioned in the Augusta paiZ8
ney, of the Euphrates expedition, dated Feb. States, in 1824, was ordered to be engrossed. the rules for the purpose of fixing the day of
counter, I have resolved to remain a prisoner
22. He proposed to take his departure by A bill to reward the captors of the Tripolitan adjournment was lost, yeas 84, nays 61, not of war in the hands of the enemy. After Gov. Clay of Alabama, had ordered out sev’
steam for Bassora in a few days, and every frigate, the Philadelphia, passed to be en two thirds.—The Post Office bill was taken having taken every precaution, I therefore eral regiments of militia, and was at the h
thing appeared favorable for the enterprise. grossed, ayes 26, nays 10. A bill to establish up and a debate ensued, particularly on the hope that your Excellency will cause the di test dates at Montgomery, near the Creek
The Rail Road from Brussels to Antwerp the first Monday of November in every year compensation of Clerks.
vision under the command of Gen. Parza to country on the West. The following |elle.
has been opened with great ceremonies and for the meeting of Congress, was ordered to
countermarch to Bexar, where he will wait contains the latest authentic news. It isfrom
the Postmaster at Columbus, and is dnii
rejoicings.
THURSDAY, JUNE 2.
be engrossed, yeas 27. A number of private
for orders. Your Excellency will also return
Dreadful disaster.—The village of Teste, bills were passed to be engrossed.
The De
After ineffectual attempts to obtain the as to the same place, and order Gen. Viesca May 23.—Boston Daily Adv.
in France, situated on the Bay of Biscay, posite bill was taken up, on which Mr. Web signment of certain bills for consideration on
Last evening a party, consisting of eleven
with his division to Gaudaloupe Victoria. I
near Bordeaux., from a place where mirth and ster spoke at length. The bill was then, on specified days, the Post Office bill was read a
have agreed on an armistice with Gen. Hous whites and eight friendly Indians, headed by
contentment once reigned, has been changed motion of Mr. Calhoun, referred to a select third time, and after some discussion, passed
ton, ad interim, until we can agree upon Gen. Thomas S. Woodward, of Macon coun.
into a scene of lamentation and woe. Sev committee of nine Senators, viz. Messrs.
ty, Alabama, reached Columbus, having pas^
without a division.
Before it passed, Mr.
enty-eight of its hardy inhabitants embarked Wright, Calhoun, Webster, King of Ala., Bu Johnson moved to recommit it for the pur terms of lasting peace.
Your Excellency will take such measures ed along the mail road from Tuskegee, fie
on the 28th of March last, in six fishing ves chanan, Shepley, Leigh, Hendricks, Ewing pose of amending that part which relates to
ing anxious to reach this town before dark
sels, to pursue their ordinary occupation of of Ohio. Mr. Webster laid on the table an boxes and pidgeon holes at the large post of as may be necessary for the subsistence of the yesterday, and fearing that their movements
army,
which
will
remain
under
your
com

fishing. A violent storm carne on, agam-sl amendment which he had prepared, and mo
fices, but the motion was cut offby the pre mand. The money that has arrived at Ma were watched by the hostiles, they travelled
which they struggled for several days, the ved for its printing, which was ordered. The
vious question.
tamoras, and the provisions of the place, and with considerable rapidity, and did not exboats at length foundered, and every individ .rescinding resolution of Mr. White was cal
The House then, in committee of the those at Victoria will be subject to your or amine minutely the places which had been
ual perished ! Twelve of these unfortunate led up, and on his motion was postponed and
whole, took up the bill making appropria ders ; also $20,000 that may be in the Treas visited by the outrages of the savages. Gen
men were unmarried, and fifty-six were heads made the special order for Monday. The
tions for the Indian Department and Indian ury, are to be taken from Bexar. I trust that Woodward, however, states, that they saw
of families, who have left one hundred and bill to increase the Military Establishment Annuities. After a good deal of debate on
your Excellency will without fail comply every where in their route, marks ofjndissixty orphans.
criminate ruin and destruction—houses nil'
was taken up, and after a speech by Mr. Ben the details of the bill, the committee rose, and
On the 29th of April, at Bordeaux, the ef ton, it was laid on the table, and the Senate Mr. Adams asked the consent of the House with those dispositions, advising me of same laged and burnt—stages destroved-hdrses
by return of couriers, as also, if any should
fecting ceremony took place, of a funeral went into executive session.
to take up the motion to print 5000 copies of oppose its accomplishment. God and Lib killed—and numerous human beings in a
service for the repose of the souls of these
state of the most loathsome putrefaction
the report of the Committee on Slavery, but erty.
Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna.
seventy-eight fishermen. Cardinal Chevrus,
Letters and papers, Gen. Woodward also
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1.
before taking the question, the House adj.
Camp
Jacinto,
April
22,
1836.
attended by his clergy, assisted at the cele
states, were scattered along the road for
A
message
was
received
from
the
Presi

[Copy No. 2.]—Army of Operations.
bration. After praying for the fathers, the
miles, the letters generally having the an.
FRIDAY, JUNE 3.
Excellent Sir,—Inasmuch as I have order pearance of having been broken open. One
next care was to provide for the orphan chil dent, accompanied by a reply from Samuel
Gwinn,
a
receiver
of
public
money
in
Missis

Besides other business, a bill was finally ed your Excellency by official note of the of the individuals of the party brought in a
dren. An Association had been formed for
the adoption of these children, and during sippi, to charges against him in the testimony passed (having previously passed the Senate) day that you cause the troops to return to few letters, and a draft nearly destroyed
the funeral ceremony thirty-two of them taken by the committee on public lands. On of a good deal of interest to the people of Bexar and Gaudaloupe Victoria, I charge you which he found in the road. I have trans^
were presented to the Cardinal, who conse these documents a long debatearose. Anoth Missouri. It extends the boundary of that to instruct the commandants of the several mitted them to Mr. Plitt, the agent of the
crated by his blessing the noble work of pro er message was received, communicating a State westward to the Missouri river, adding divisions, not to permit any damage to be Department, now at Augusta.
statement from B. F. Crerey, in answer to to the existing territorial limits of the State done to the property of the country, hoping
viding for this numerous family.
Gen. W. thinks that he saw a large leather
A resolution has been offered in the House charges made by Mr. White in the Senate. perhaps a million, ora million and a half of that these dispositions will be punctually bag, not injured or cut open. This morning
The
message
intimates
that
the
defence
is
acres.
complied with.
God and Liberty.
of Commons relating to the introduction of
the Indians left on their return to Tuskegee,
The bill from the Senate to make the an
Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna.
the poor laws in Ireland, during the debate satisfactory.
and they are expressly charged to collect all’
nual sessions of Congress hereafter com
San Jacinto, April 22, 1836.
on which, the following statement of the dis
letters, &c. which they could find, and delivmence on the first Monday of November (in
THURSDAY, JUNE 2.
tressed state of the lower classes in that
[Order No. 3.]—Army of Operations.
er them to the Postmaster at Tuskegee, and
country was made :—
Mr. Davis, of Mass., offered a resolution, stead of December) in every year, and to
Excellent Sir,—You will immediately or such as they cannot carry, to conceal in some
That the Commissioners appointed by his which was agreed to, instructing the Com make the first session of every Congress ter der the Military Command at Goliad to put place which they can hereafter find. They
Majesty to inquire into the condition of the mittee on Commerce to inquire into the ex minate on the second Monday in May, was all the prisoners made at Copana,at liberty, have promised to attend to it faithfully, and
poorer classes in Ireland, having finally re pediency of delivering a set of standard meas taken up, and, by the aid of the previous and send them forthwith to San Felippe de will undoubtedly do so, unless they are
ported, in which report it is stated, among ures to each State in the Union. The bill question, finally passed.
Austin, and for which purpose your Excel watched and prevented by the hostile Inother facts—
authorizing the purchase by the Secretary of
lency, will dictate such orders as may be con dians. By Gen. Woodward we also learn,
SATURDAY, JUNE 4.
“ 1. That ‘ a great portion of the laboring the Treasury of stock in the Louisville and
diment to the object.
God and Liberty.
that there are four hundred men encamped
population of Ireland are insufficiently pro Portland Canal. The bill was amended and
Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna.
Mr. Jarvis, from the Committee on Naval
at Tuskegee, and six or seven hundred
vided with the common necessaries of life
ordered to be engrossed for a third reading. Affairs, reported the bill from the Senate for
Camp San Jacinto, April 22, 1836.
friendly Indians in the neighborhood of that
that ‘ not less than 2,385,000 persons of that The bill to prevent the circulation of incendi paying the passage of Lafayette to the Uni
place, and that Gov. Clay is at Montgomery,
class are in distress, and require relief for thir ary publications by mail to any State, territo ted States in 1824, and recommended that it
WAR DEPARTMENT.
No troops have yet entered the Indian
ty weeks in the year, owing to want of ry or district, in which the circulation of such do not pass. It was laid on the table. Mr.
Head Quarters Army, San Jacinto River,
country from Georgia, and we do not hear of
work
publications is prohibited by law, was taken Cambreleng moved to amend the rules so as
April 26, 1836.
any further outrages of the Indians without
“ 2. That ‘ the wives and children of many up. Mr. Grundy’s amendment, making to take up the fortification bill, but the House
All the troops on their march from the the limits of the nation. Negroes stolen hy
are obliged reluctantly, and with shame, to Deputy Postmasters who shall offend against refused, and proceeded to the consideration East, will report at Head Quarters as early as the savages occasionally escape, and report
beg
the law, liable to be punished by removal of private bills.
After some time spent possible, marching hy way of Harrisburg for that the Indians are making preparations for
“ 3. That ‘ mendicancy is likewise the sole from office, was agreed to.
An amendment therein, Mr. Adams, by consent from the the present—but all turn out.—The enemy war by stowing away provisions, blocking up
resource of the aged and impotent of the proposed by Mr. Calhoun, to prevent the pro Committee of Conference, reported, as had have been badly defeated, arid are retreating the avenues to their encampments, and by ar
poorer classes in general, whereby encour hibited papers, which have been brought into been done in the Senate, the amendment to precipitately for the purpose of concentrating.
ranging to send the negroes and horses they
agement is given to idleness, imposture, and a State from being withdrawn by those who the bill to carry into effect the Convention One bold push now will drive them entirely
have stolen, to the Seminole country in Flor
general crime.’ ”
sent them, was lost—yeas 15, nays 15. The with Spain, and the House concurred therein out of the country, and secure Liberty, Inde ida.
Ministers assured the House that they bill passed to be engrossed by yeas and nays, and the bill was passed.
The House then pendence, and Peace to Texas, Let all turn
would shortly introduce a measure having for viz. yeas 18, nays 18, the Vice President giv adjourned.
out. Our standard is a victorious one, and [From the Little Rock (Ark.) Gazette, May 01]
its object the relief of this unparalleled ex ing the casting vote in the affirmative.
waves beautifully under the smiles of a be
A highly respectable gentleman, who arri
tent of misery.
By the official returns of the Secretary of neficent Providence.
ved here this morning, direct from the Mis
FRIDAY, JUNE 3.
THOS. J. RUSK, Secretary at War.
the
Treasury,
it
appears
that
on
the
1st
day
sionary station in the Choctaw Nation on Red
Emigrants.—Since Saturday, we have re
The time of the Senate was principally oc
River, has furnished us the following inter
ceived an addition to our population of nine cupied upon the bill to extend the charters of May there were in the Treasury of the
Copy
of
a
letter
from
Gen.
S.
Houston.
United States, THIRTY-EIGHT MILL
esting items of intelligence from that quarter.
teen hundred and seventy three souls.
of the Banks of the District of ^Columbia, IONS, FOUR HUNDRED AND NINE
San Jacinto, 26th April, 1836.
A report was received just before he left,
From Belfast,
ship Sarah Sheafe, steer, pass. 157 (and to consolidate the Bank of Washington
SEVEN HUN
Tell our friends all the news, and that we that a body of 500 or 600 Camanche Indiana
“ Liverpool,
Tecumseh,
“
152 and the Patriotic Bank.) It was debated to a TY-SIX THOUSAND
DRED AND FIFTY-FIVE DOLLARS. have beaten the enemy, killed 630, and taken were within 40 miles of Jonesborough, and
“ Glasgow,
Franklin,
"
50
“ Havre,
Europe,
"
220 late hour, but not finally disposed of.
If the Senators and Representatives from 570 prisoners.—Generals Santa Anna and the inhabitants on the south side of Redriver
Caroline,
“
132
" London,
Maine are opposed to her receiving any of Cos are taken, and three Generals slain ; vast were in
... -a state of great «.a,,,,alarm—BWIIIC
somebu
so muca
much
London,
"
142
SATURDAY, JUNE 4.
this money by the aid of Mr. Clay’s Land amount of property taken, and about 1500 so, as to have nearly given up the intention
“ Hull,
Ed. Hamilton,
«
164
Bill,
we
should
suppose
that
they
would
have
Mr.
Wright
offered
two
resolutions,
which
stand of arms, many swords, and one nine of making crops south of that river. Col.
“ Liverpool,
•'
260
Rothschild,
Propontus,
"
170 were agreed to, calling on the Secretary of no constitutional scruples, or objections to our pound brass cannon. Tell them to come on, Vose had received an order from Gen.
Be I videra,
"
187 the Treasury for information of the amount receiving payment for what we have already and let the people plant corn.
Gaines, to have the United States troops at
Dawson,
*•
142 of public money now in the Treasury sub expended on account of the U. S. when the
SAMUEL HOUSTON,
Fort Towson in a state of readiness for im
“ Beddesford, Eng. brig Ebenezer,
74
!<
f‘
Lord Ramsey,
«
123 ject to draft, and also the receipts in April Treasury was not overflowing—viz : The inCommander-in-Chief.
mediate action ; and an express had been
from Customs and Lands. Also the rates of I terest on the funds advanced by Massachusetts
forwarded from the same source to Gen. Ar
1973 domestic exchange charged by the Deposite and Maine during the war—the principal of
The Charleston Patriot publishes a slip buckle, at Fort Gibson, ordering the Drag
Should emigration continue at the same Banks, compared with the rates which were which has been assumed by the U. S. Such a
oons to the southern frontier.—No act of hos
rate, it would, in the course of one year, re charged between the same point by the Bank bill has once passed both Houses of Con from the Apalachicola Gazette, of the 19th,
tility bad been committed by the Indians,nor
containing
the
latest
information
from
the
de

sult in the introduction into the city of New of the U. States at different periods.
gress, but failed by the veto of our economi
indeed, was there any evidence that they in
tachment
under
Captain
Holloman,
left
at
York of nearly an half million of foreigners.
Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Confer cal President. This claim, so perfectly just,
tended any.
Of the above emigrants, calculating those em ence, to whom had been referred the disa is about $500,000—of which the portion of the block house at the Ouithlacoochee, the
From Texas, he brings no later news than
barking at Belfast and Liverpool as being na greeing votes of the two Houses, on the a- Maine would be over $166,000 ; and we hope essential portions of which ar© embraced in
before received by us, except that an armed
tives of Ireland, (the latter port being the or mendrnent to the bill to provide for carrying our Representatives will not be so unmind the following extracts :—
Col. Wood arrived on Wednesday last rnan had arrived at Jonesborough, a lew
dinary place for taking passage,) more than into effect the Convention with Spain, re ful of their duty as to oppose the immediate
one thousand are from that country. How ported that they had agreed to recommend to payment of this just debt, or say, that with from Tallahassee. We learn from him, that days previous, bringing information that a
many of them, we would ask our fellow citi their respective Houses an amendment, to $38,000,000 in the Treasury, a debt of long before he left Tallahassee, three individuals party of volunteers, to the number of 5 or
zens, will vote at our next fall elections. We appoint one Commissioner to perform the standing should be neglected for the purpose had arrived there from Capt. Holloman’s 600, had been cut off’ by the enemy—but
command, on the Ouithlacoochee. The ac whether by the Mexicans or Indians, our in
have no doubt one half of the males above duties assigned by the act, and to reduce the of building forts and fortifications.
counts they bring from those brave fellows, formant did not learn.
the age of twenty-one years. The corrup time in which the duties were to be comple
Portland Advertiser.
are well calculated to arouse the feelings of
tion and depravity with which Mr. Van Bu ted from eighteen months to twelve months.
Treaty with the Cherokees.—The Treaty
every patriot. It seems they were ordered to
ren, and those who live upon the spoils, seek
The question being put on concurring in
to carry the polls, by illegal as well legal the foregoing amendments, it was agreed to.
Expunging.—The resolution passed by the this block house on the 5th of April: and lately concluded with the Head men and
votes, will put in the hands of each of these
The joint resolution to authorize the com Senate censuring Gen. Jackson for his stretch they have subsisted ever since, merely upon Chiefs of the Cherokee Indians, by Wm.
men naturalization certificates, accompanied mittee of the library to purchase the library of arbitrary power in removing his Secretary corn and water! The Indians have given Carroll and John F. Schermerhorn, on behalf
with the necessary formalities.
of the late Count Botoorlin at Florence, com of the Treasury for refusing to remove the them very little respite : pressing upon them of the United States, for the purchase of all
On one occasion they the lands owned, claimed, or possessed by
The glad tidings have reached the other ing up for final passage, it was negatived, public deposites from the U. S. Bank where in vast numbers.
side of the Atlantic, that when American cit- ayes 16, noes 17, but on motion of Mr. Clay, they were deposited by law, and as a part of were attacked on all sides by not Jess than the Cherokees East of the Mississippi, as rat
zens were beaten down by clubs and missiles the vote was subsequently reconsidered, and the conditions of the Bank charter, are not the one thousand Indians: Capt. Holloman’s men ified by the President and Senate of the Uni
for exercising the sacred privilege of free the bill stands over.
only resolutions it will be necessary to ex returned their fire with tremendous effect ; ted States, has been officially published. The
men in the city of New York, the foreign as
The bill to organize the Land Office, with punge, in order to carry out the reforms of they pressed upon the block house in such Treaty at large is too long for our present
sailants were rewarded for the deed. A Van sundry bills lying on the table, which were the present ruling dynasty. The following dense masses, that every shot of the brave limits, and we must therefore content our
Buren legislature gave them a bank, as a re ordered to be engrossed yesterday, were read resolution passed both Houses of Congress in defenders took effect. After this contest, selves with stating its leading provisions.
turn for their efforts, and Governor Marcy by their titles a third time and passed.
1813. We call the attention of Mr. Benton which terminated so fatally to the Indians, The sum stipulated to be paid by the United
appointed their leaders to the most profitable
to it that he may get it “ expunged.” This they failed to show themselves for several States, in consideration of this cession, is five
offices in the gift of the Government.
resolution, be it remembered, passed with days. It was during this respite, that Capt. millions of dollars. The Indians are to be
110 USE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Thus it is, the descendants of those who
great unanimity after the time when Mr. Holloman undertook to strengthen his defen transported by the United Slates to the West
Van Buren’s knavish assassins of character ces, between the block bouse and the river. of the Mississippi, and settled on lands spec*
through the dark years of the Revolution
SATURDAY, MAY 28.
fought for liberty and their country, will, in
tell us Gen. Harrison earned the reputation But while engaged in this duty, he was shot ified in the Treaty, &c. Of the five mil
Ten
thousand
copies
of
the
annual
state

a short time, be compelled to seek a resting
of Granny Harrison. Look at it. Read it. down by the Indians ; the balance of the par lions of dollars purchase money, the follow^
ment
of
Commerce
and
Navigation,
were
or

place in the western wilds.
ing sums are to be invested by the United
dered to be printed. The unfinished busi Will any Tory paper have the honesty to ty secured their retreat to the house. This States, “ in some safe and most productive
Following in the path of the Indian, they
publish it ?
Kennebec Jour.
fact showed the besieged, that though the In
ness
of
the
preceding
Saturday
was
taken
up,
must recede before the tide of emigration,
stocks of the country,” for the benefit of the.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Repre dians had learned the folly of endeavoring to
until their institutions are destroyed, and and after a debate on the bill relative to the
shoot them through their defences, yet they whole emigrant Cherokee nation :
title
to
the
Pea
Patch
Island,
the
House
adj.
sentatives
of
the
United
States
of
America
in
For a General National Fund,
$200,000
their free representative government surren
Congress assembled, That the thanks of Con continued to be strictly observed. After the For an Orphan’s Fund,
dered to some favourite chieftain.
50»(R$
death
of
Capt.
Holloman
the
command
of
gress be, and they are hereby presented to
MONDAY, MAY 30.
For an addition to the School Fund, 150,000
When it shall be proclaimed and known in
the
company
devolved
upon
Lieut.
--------,
Major Gen. William Henry Harrison, and
Europe, that the Congress of the United
The annuity of $10,000 a year, to which
who is determined at all hazards, to maintain
An attempt was made to obtain a decision
States have declared, in regulating the ad on the resolution fixing a day for adjourn Isaac Shelby, late Governor of Kentucky, his position till relieved.
the nation is now entitled, is to be commuted
and
through
them
to
the
officers
and
men
mission of Michigan into the Union, that men ment, but it was laid on the table.
It was to relieve these brave fellows, that for a sum of $214,000, to be invested by the
under their command, for their gallantry and
who have scarcely removed their baggage
the late call for men from this county was President of the United States as a part of the
good
conduct
in
defeating
the
combined
from on shipboard are entitled to all the rights
National Fund.
TUESDAY, MAY 31.
British and Indian forces, under Maj. Gen. made by the Executive of the Territory.
of native citizens, there will not be naviga
A supplementary article stipulates for the
Col.
Wood
received
orders
to
hasten
his
The
Post
Office
bill
was
taken
up.
The
William Proctor, on the Thames in Upper
tion enough afloat to tranship the immense
payment of an additional stun of $600,000 by
company
forward
with
all
despatch.
But
on
hordes who will seek these once happy motion to re-consider a vote adopting an a- Canada, on the 5th day of October, 1813, his arrival here, and learning the unpleasant the United States to defray the expense of
mendment of an amendment reducing the capturing the British army, with their camp
shores.—JV*. Y. Evening Star.
removing the Cherokees, and to cover all
rates of postage, was negatived, yeas 66, nays equipage, and artillery : and the President of intelligence by the different points on the
river above, we understand he has concluded claims for “ Spoliations,” by which indefinite
81,
The
question
on
adopting
the
amend

the
United
States
be
requested
to
cause
two
Contract Expired.—Mr. Wilkins, Minister
to postpone his departure, till a despatch can phrase we do not very well know wbat ¡8
to Russia, returned according to contract; ab ment of the committee of the whole, as a- Gold Medals to be struck, emblematical of be forwarded to the Governor, informing meant ; and adds $100,000 more to the Gen
mended,
was
decided
in
the
negative,
yeas
this
triumph,
and
be
presented
to
General
sence twenty months ; salary two years $18,him of our exposed situation here, and the eral National Fund.—National Int.
000 ; outfit $9,000 ; return expenses $4,500 ; 65, nays 91. So that the House have deci Harrison and Isaac Shelby, late Governor of imprudence of calling men abroad to fight,
Kentucky.
ded
not
to
make
the
proposed
alterations
in
total Thirty one Thousand five Hundred Dol
when their presence is absolutely required to
Three ladies from one neighborhood m
lars ! ! Quid pro quo for abandoning the in the rates of postage. An amendment author
guard their own homes. It is expected that Montpelier, Vt. casually happening in at a
terests of the State of Pennsylvania, and his izing the establishment of an express mail, to
The Cholera.—It is believed that this terri the orders to detail men from this regiment, store in that village one day last week, just
own opinion. Something must now be done carry letters charged with trippie the ordina
to serve on the expedition above referred to, stepped into the scales to see how light they
for Dr. Sutherland. Cam says he wants a ry rates of postage, was agreed to, yeas 85, ble disease has ceased to exist. Having ful will be countermanded.
were. Their aggregate weight was 600 Ita
filled
his
commission
in
the
form
of
this
nays
38.
After
the
adoption
of
some
further
place in the Cabinet. The poor people, how
dreadful pestilence—having swept over the
their money is squandered by this economi amendments, the House adjourned.
habitable globe « from the rising of the sun
Latest from Spain.—Mr. Topliff has re
cal administration. If one hundred of these
The editor of the Philadelphia Price Cur
to the going down of the same,”—the des ceived Gibralter papers to May 6tb, and those
pure patriots would volunteer for the Semi
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1.
rent computes the number of sheep at pre8*
troying
Angel
has
for
the
present
put
up
his
nole war, we would consent to give each the
The bill from the Senate to carry into ef vengeful sword. Wetrust that a merciful of Cadiz to the 9th, The latter contain Mad ent in the United States at thirty millions»
same outfit but nothing for return.
fect the convention with Spain, was taken providence will long permit it to slumber in rid dates to the 3d. Their contents are un which produce at a fair calculation, one bunimportant. The arrangement of the Spanish dred and eight millions of pounds of waBue*
N. Y. Star.
lip, and on motion of Mr. Adams, the House the scabbard,—A*. Y. Commercial.
Ministry was incomplete.—Boston Pat.
wool.
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Gen. Scott has issued a General Order, da
Latest from Mexico.—A Further Confirma
MR. CALHOUN’S INCENDIARY PUB ted St. Augustine, Florida, May 17, which tion of the Capture of Santa Anna.—By the
PROBATE NOTICE.
LICATION BILL.
commences as follows :—
arrival at New York on Sunday morning, of
SATURDAY, JUNE 11, 1836.
Mr. Van Buren has given a signal exhibi
The panics which have recently possessed the packet ship Congress, Captain Trask,
Prolate held at Saco, within and
New Hampshire.—The Legislature of tion of his miserable, time-serving policy— the good people of several large districts of from Vera Cruz,accounts have been received
j or the County of York, on the first Mon
upto the 12th ult. which contradict the re
this State assembled on the 1st instant. his willingness to sacrifice every thing to his this Territory are infinitely humiliating.
day
in
June,
in the year of our Lord eightambition—in his recent vote on Mr. Cal
Within a few days, just five Indians pene port of a revolution having broken out in
een hundred and thirtii-six. bu the Hon.
Hon. James Clark has been elected Presi houn’s Bill for the Suppression of Incendiary
trated a neighborhood in the heart of Middle Mexico. A letter received in New York
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
dent of the Senate, and Charles G. Atherton, Publications. This bill introduces a system Florida, and committed a murder. Instead from a highly respectable source, informs
ETSEY LITTLEFIELD, administra
of odious espionage into the Post Office De of giving pursuit, the inhabitants abandoned that the Mexican mail had just got in, and
Speaker of the House.
trix of the estate of Nathaniel S. Little
partment, which induced all the northern their plantations and fled to Tallahassee.
brought news of the defeat of a large division
field, late of Wells, in said county, yeoman,
Senators, excepting the collar gentlemen,
A similar party had but a few days before of the Mexican army, under Santa Anna, af deceased, having presented her first account
The Washington correspondent of the Buchanan of Pennsylvania, and Messrs.
thrown the Miconopy settlement into the ut- ter a sanguinary conflict with the Texians, in of administration of the estate of said deceas
Journal of Commerce states that a few days Wright and Tallmadge of New York to vote , most confusion. A gang of cow stealers a- which 600 Mexicans were slain and Santa ed for allowance :
since, the House was thrown into a fever of against it. When it came to the vote on the droitly added a report that an immense fresh Anna and the residue ot the division were ta
ORDERED—That the said administra
trix give notice to all persons interested, by
curiosity, by a rumor that the President, Gen. final passage, the following was the result : 1 Indian trail had been observed crossing the ken prisoners.
Yeas—Messrs. Black, Brown, Buchanan, Tallahassee road, near the Santa Fe Bridge.
causing a copy of this order to be pub
Santa Anna, was in the city, and actually Calhoun, Cuthbert, Goldsborough, Grundy,
The whole country from Miconopy to Black [From J. Coffee Exchange Reading Room, lished three weeks successively in the Ken
parading Jersey Avenue, under military es King of Ala., King of Geo., Moore, Nicholas, Creek instantly became wild with fear. The
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
Philadelphia.]
cort, upon which a general rush took place Preston, Rives, Robinson, Tallmadge, Walk daring falsehood was immediately exposed
in said county, that they may appear at
Extract
of
a
letter,
dated
by Col. Fitzpatrick and Capt. Shannon, of the
a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk,
towards the windows under the esplanade. er, White, Wright.—18.
NEW
ORLEANS,
MAY
23.
Nays—Messrs. Benton, Clay, Davis, Ewing
Dear Sir—We have only time to state that in said county, on the first Monday in Au
In vain the Speaker called “ order,” “ order.” of Ills., Ewing of Ohio, Hendricks, Hubbard, army, who happened to pass that way, to
gether with the motive of the propagators ;
gust next, at ten of the clock in the fore
The members all rushed to the windows, and Kent, Morris, Niles, Prentiss, Ruggles, Shep- but the inhabitants could see nothing but an the schr. Flora arrived here yesterday, (Sun noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
day 22d,) having on board Gen. Samuel
ley,
Southard,
Swift,
Tomlinson,
Wall,
Web

meanwhile, all business was suspended. But,
Indian in every bush, and therefore continu Houston, Commander-in-chief ot the Texian why the said account should not be allowed.
ster.—18.
ed to fly.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
instead of Santa Anna, the members beheld
army.]
Mr. Hubbard of New Hampshire being in
A true copy—Attest,
The order then goes on to state several oth
He was forced to leave the army for the
Pop Emmons, with a flag, followed by a the chair, Mr. Calhoun immediately called
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
er occurrences of like character, in which
drum and fife and a troop of boys, beating up out—“ Where is the Vice President ?” Mr. the planters fled without ascertaining the purpose of seeking proper medical advice,
June 11.
having
been
dangerously
wounded
in
the
Van Buren was on the floor, engaged in con “ material fact whether they were pursued
recruits for the Creek war.
battle of the 21st April.
At a Court of Probate held at York, within and
versation with Mr. Clay. He would have by squaws or warriors.” The General states
From the Generals own lips, we have, of for the County of York, on the first Mon
Mr. Brooks, of the Portland Advertiser, given “ his whole fortune” to save himself that there is sufficient force in the Territory
day in May, in the year of our Lord
course, fid J confirmation of the result of the
arrived at New York, on the 29th uh. in the from one little word, with more readiness to protect the settlements, but that it is evi battle—the total defeat of the Mexicans, and
eighteen hundred and thirty six, by ths
than he would have sacrificed it to prevent dent no General, even with extensive means,;
Hon. WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court :
ship Philadelphia, which left Portsmouth,
the restoration of the Deposites ; and as he can cure a disease in lhe public mind so gen the capture of their President, and General, JOANNA CHASE, administratrix of the
England 2d ult.
holds his landed interest in Oswego alone at eral and so degrading, without some little ef Santa Anna ; thus placing beyond a doubt
estate of Thomas Chase, late of Kittery,
the former accounts we have received.
$300,000—it must be owned that the sacrifice fort on the part of the people themselves.
Previous to bis leaving the army, Mr. Rush in said county, yeoman, deceased, having
Ex President Madison is said to be in a would be by no means a small one. But
the Secretary of War, had been elected Brig presented her second account of administra
He took the chair, Extract of a letter received by a gentleman
very poor state of health, and fears are enter there was no escape.
adier General, and the whole forces are now tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
and
recorded his vote in the afeirmin this city, dated
tained that he will not recover.
left under the command of the latter. Vol ance :
ative.^ZjQ
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
TALLAHASSEE, MAY 19, 1836.
unteers are rushing in from every quarter,
That our Southern friends should have
The people of London, at the last accounts,
“ We are all under arms here, daily ex and the ranks had already swelled to number give notice to all persons interested, by caus
gone in a body with the Southern Adminis pecting an attack from the Indians :—our 1800 strong.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
were feasting on Green Peas, brought from
tration men on this subject, we can readily town has been a constant scene of alarm and
The Texians had reached, and were cross weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
Portugal by means o,f steam.
conceive ; but that a Northern man of any excitement for the last six weeks. * * *
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
ing the Brasses, flushed with victory.
party should have sustained it in its present
Three men made their escape from the
Santa Anna has been left at Velasco, un that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Internal improvement in Maine.—Towing shape, we never considered even among
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
logs across Moosehead Lake is not the only probabilities. This vote is Mr. Van Buren’s Block House in the night, and came down the der a strong and secure guard.
Of the entire Mexican force of 7000 who first Monday in August next, at ten of the
business in which the »steamboat “ Moose bid for Virginia and Georgia ; we think he river in an Indian canoe : they were seven
days coming from the Outhlacoochee to St. entered Texas at the commencement of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
head” is to be employed. It is in contem has paid for them too dearly.
Marks. They state that for the first fifteen campaign, but 2500 can now be numbered, any they have, why the said account should
plation to establish a route from Bangor to
It will be seen that even Hubbard, Niles, days they were in the Block House ; the In who are all collected, and are under the com not be allowed.
Quebec, (by the way of Moosehead Lake) by Ruggles and Shepley voted against the Bill.
Attest, NYm. Cutter Allen, Register.
stage and steamboat. Already, the
Bangor They did not dare to vote for it ; nor would dians made 30 unsuccessful attacks to storm mand of Seisma and others. These troops
A true copy—Attest,
and Moosehead Lake Stage Company” is in the Southern Senators be sustained by the and take the place, that they have had but 2 were in the utmost disorder, and were precip
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
corporated ; and three times a week, in a people in such a vote, were it not for the pe men killed, and that they have killed up itately crossing the Colorado on rafts and
June 4.
wards
of
30
Indians.
They
state
that
when
swimming.
The Mexicans who escaped
good coach, drawn by a team of fine horses, culiar excitement prevailing at this period in
PROSPECTUS
passengers are conveyed from Bangor to reference to Abolition. We hope that those they left the Block House there was but eight from the battle reported that it had been
OF THE
Monson, within 15 miles of the steamboat Northern journals which are holding up Mr. pounds of powder left, and that for fifteen fought by 5000 Texians. 200 Texian caval
MAGAZINE,
landing ; which route, when the roads are Van Buren in opposition to Judge White, by days past they had been living on raw and ry under command of Col. Burleson, were in MAINE MONTHLY
COMPRISING
put in good repair, will be extended to the stigmatizing the latter as the Slaveholders’ parched corn only.—That the poles of the close pursuit of the enemy who were flying The Portland Magazine and the Eastern Magazine.
Block House were so perforated with balls, before him. A body of 250 Mexicans after
foot of the Lake.
candidate, will not fail to give the New York
N the first day of July next, will be is
It is understood that Maine and Massachu gentleman the credit of being the Slave-hold that the hand could not be laid on any spot burying two officers, 50 Texian soldiers and
sued the first number of The Maine
without covering from five to six balls or some pieces of cannon, had surrendered.
setts are about opening a road through their ers’ Tool.
Monthly Magazine, Edited by Charles
ball holes. Whether the expedition that is
Throughout the Mexican camp all was
lands from North Bay on the head of the
When Mr. Van Buren’s vote was declared, fitting out, will succeed in relieving these 35 panic and confusion. An armistice was offer Gilman.
Lake to the Canada road ; Mr. Barnard, hav some of the non-slaveholding Senators ex
In order to form a Magazine worthy of
gallant fellows, is doubtful, inasmuch, as they ed by Santa Anna and refused, and he had
ing this spring, explored the routes and lo claimed—“ the free States are all sold !”
will not be able, pejhaps to ascend the river finally offered to acknowledge the Independ support, and creditable to a State, which, in
cated a part of the road, under the direction And with this Judas price the New Yorker
in the steamboat.”—Savannah Republican.
ence of Texas—establishing the Rio Grande other points of view, is attaining an impor
of the Land Agents of these Slates. It was expects to purchase the Presidency.
as the perpetual boundary, and himself to re tant rank in the Confederacy, the Proprietors
intended to strike the Canada road at or near
[From the Bangor Whig.]
main as a hostage, till the treaty should be of ‘ The Portland Magazine,' and ‘ The East
the place where it intersects the boundary
Bank of the United States.—We learn that
Further particulars of lhe late Murder.—We guaranteed by lhe United States, and also ap ern Magazine' have deemed it expedient to
line ; but owing to hills, it became necessary in consequence of an application of between
unite these two periodicals under the above
to cross the highlands several miles above three and four hundred of the merchantsand learn from the Advertiser that an inquest was proved by the Senate of Mexico. The Texi general title, and to publish the united work
that point. The length of the road from manufacturers of this city and Salem, an A- held on the body ot William Keazer by Eli ans considered thé country safe, and the war simultaneously at Portland and Bangor. The
North Bay to the point of junction with the gency of the U. S. Bank, lately chartered by sha Grant, Esq. and that the following facts as ended. Santa Anna presented his cane, contributors to the pages of these Magazines
Canada road, is forty miles—eight of which the Slate of Pennsylvania, has been establish were elicited upon lhe examination. William and also his saddle to Gen. Houston, who comprise some of the best writers in the Un
fall in the province of Canada. The soil is ed in this city, and S. Frothingham, Esq. is Keazer and Thaddeus Trafton, brothers-in- had brought them to New Orleans. It is ion, who, it is confidently expected, will con
recommended, as being of good quality for appointed Agent.—He has already commen law (Trafion having married Keazer’s sister) probable that the Mexican army will be to tinue their efforts. Arrangements have also
making a road, and contrary to all former ced discounting drafts on the Southern and came to Bangor in last of lhe week, and pro tally destroyed.
been made to add others to lhe list, whose
representations, far from being hilly. And Western cities. The prompt compliance of cured a gallon of rum, which they drank or
names are favorably known in the republic of
_____________ HYMENEAL.
gave
away
on
the
road
—
so
that
on
their
here I cannot refrain speaking of the policy the Directors of the new Bank, we hope may
letters. Mrs. Ann S. Stephens, having relin
of a geographical survey of lands owned by be the means of immediate relief and perma reaching home, they had about two quarts
MARRIED—In Boston, on Sunday morning quished the editorial department to Charles
the States. In running down his course, Mr. nent advantage to this community, as well as left. The elder Keazer was at work in the last, Mr. David Whitehouse of South Berwick, Gilman, Esq., who has for five months past
woods, with another son making shingles.
Barnard was met by a pond, four miles long profit to the Bank.—Boston Daily Adv.
to Miss Mary Ann Tucker.
conducted ’ The Eastern Magazine,' will
They all drank freely, and the old man boast
and so wide that it was necessary to go back
travel during the present season, and will
ed that there was no man in the State who
and take a new course ; yet this pond is not
OBITUARY.
A rumor has been in town for a few days, could throw him. William replied that he
continue her labors as contributor to the
indicated on any map or chart.
that Gen. Scott had been superceded in his could do it, and immediately seized and threw
‘ Maine Monthly.' The Editor will endeav
DIED
—
In
Bridgton,
3d
inst.
Mr.
O
wen
Skowhegan Sent.
command of the Southern Army.
This, we him. The old man struggled, but was held Burnham, of Ker.nebunk-port, aged 40 years.
or, with lhe assistance which he expects to
have good reason to believe, is entirely un down by the son. Wm. Keazer, a younger
receive, to render the Magazine in every way
In
Saco,
on
Sunday
morning
last,
a
child
of
Trial of Richard P. Robinson.—This trial, founded. Gen. Jessup arrived this morning,
worthy of a liberal support, and if he should
Mr.
Barnum
Leonard,
of
Ipswich.
son,
attempted
to
interfere,
but
was
prevent

the subject of much comment and specula and will accompany Gen. Scott, this evening,
In Biddeford, on Monday morning last, Mr. fail of so doing, he trusts that it shall not arise
tion came on yesterday before Judge Ed to Columbus, where, we are pleased to learn, ed by Trafton, who struck him on the head Alexander Gould, aged 31 years.
from a want of exertion on his part. To the
wards, in the Court of Oyer and Terminer, the most perfect concert of action, between with a shingle mallet, and inflicted other
people of New England, therefore, generally,
and the Court adjourned last evening at half the two Generals, will ensure speedy and ef blows. Then he ran for assistance—went a
~~
SHIP NEWS.
~~ and to Maine and the two cities in which the
past nine, having at the time only heard a fectual measures for the defence of our fron few rods and saw William striking the old
Magazine is to be published,* in particular,
man with a club. When he returned with
brief opinion from Mr. Phenix, the District tier, and lhe chastisement of the savages.
KENNEBUNK, JUNE 11, 1836.
the Publishers look for support, and hope
others,
the
Father
was
just
breathing
his
last.
Attorney, and the testimony ot Rosina Town
that every effort to please will meet with a
Augusta Chronicle, May 27.
MEMORANDA.
The
sons
were
arrested,
examined
and
com

send, Dr. Rodgers, and one of the watchmen.
Saco, June 3.—Ar. schs. Wolfe, Chase, New corresponding reward.
mitted.
Since April, when the murder was com
The Maine Monthly Magazine will be pub
York ; Adno, Murch, Boston ; Koret, do ; sloop
The Surplus Revenue.—The National In
mitted, the Press has teemed with all the de telligencer states that the Select Committee
Joseph, Benson, Gloucester ;—4th, schs. Fran lished simultaneously, on the first of each
The
Legislature
of
Connecticut
has
re

tails of this dire event, the arrest and exami of the Senate, to whom was referred the bill
ces, Kent, Danvers ; Angerona, Jordan, Boston. month, in Portland and Bangor, at Three
nation of the accused, the evidence before the to regulate the deposites of public money, on jected a bill for prohibiting the circulation of Sailed, June 1—Schs. Echo, Jordan, Boston ; Dollars per annum, payable in advance, or
Coroner’s. Jury, the Police examination, &c. lhe 31st ult. have agreed to report lhe fol bank notes of a less denomination than five Maine, Smith, do.; Phaeton, Emery, do. ; Pack on delivery of the third number. Each num
dollars, by a vote of 66 to 106.—They have et, do. ; Elizabeth, do.
&c. &c., so that no part of the testimony lowing amendment to the bill.
ber will contain forty eight pages. 'Agents
also, after long discussion, rejected a bill to
thus far has developed any new fact, or giv
Ar. at Boston, ship Vancouver, Hallett, Can will receive a fair discount from the subscrip
“ And be it further enacted, That the money abolish capital punishment, by a vote of 64 to
ton Dec. 28, Manilla Jan. 28.
en any new coloring to the case.
tion price.
which shall be in the Treasury of the United 124.—The Legislature adjourned on Satur
Sailed from Havana, 20th ult., ship York, Lord,
New York Star.
All Communications to be addressed to the
States, on the first day ot January 1837, re day.—Boston Patriot.
Cowes.
Editor to the care of either of the Publishers
serving
--------millions,
shall
be
divided
aSheep.—A correspondent has furnished us
Capt. Snow, of the late brig Mexico, of Ken as may be most convenient. Letters on bu
with the following receipt, which he says he mong the several Stares, in proportion to
Mr. Van Buren seems to be the favorite of
their
respective
amounts
of
population,
as
as

nebunk,
lost on Sable Island, arrived fin this city siness connected with the work to be address
knows, from repeated experiments, to be
fortune. The annexed article shows that
ed to either of the Publishers. In all cases,
“ good for making strong wool and healthy certained by the last census, and according to political speculations are not the only mat to-day. We understand the hull and materials the postage must be paid.
sold for $1000.—Boston Patriot, 9th inst.
the provision of the second section of the ters that occupy his attention.
sheep.”
Edward Stephens, Portland, ? n ur u
“ When the sheep is shorn, dip a cloth in first article of the Constitution ; and the Sec
Duren & Thatcher, Bangor, $ Pubhsher3[From the N. Y. Gazette ]
soft soap, and rub the sheep all over—then retary of the Treasury shall pay the same to
Oswego.
—
A
great
rage
for
speculation
in
May, 1836.
dip the cloth in warm water and give the such persons as the several States may au real estate at Oswego has recently commen
HE subscriber will attend to the orders
thorize
to
receive
it,
in
the
following
propor

sheep a complete lather, and let it go.”
of those who wish to have signs Let
NOTICE.
tions, and at the following times, viz: one ced, arising, no doubt, from the projected
Ten. Far.
tered, &c.
W. M. BRYANT.
ERSONS indebted to Doctor JOHN
half on the first day of April, 1837, one quar construction of a ship canal between that
Kennebunk,
June
10,
1836.
place and Utica. Among other recent sales
S. FARNUM, will find their Notes
The administration is going beyond all pre ter part on the first day of July, 1837, and the there, we learn from good authority, that the
and Accounts with William C. Allen, Esq.
cedent in a lavish and corrupt disbursement remaining quarter on the first day of Octo Vice President has within a few weeks past,
Store
to
liet.
who is authorized to settle the same, free of
of the public money. It was recently assert ber, 1837 ; and all States which shall receive disposed of one half of his property there for
HE Store lately occupied by Mr. John charge to the indebted, until the first day of
ed by Mr. Granger, in a debate in Congress, their several proportions according to the lhe sum of two hundred and fifty thousand
G. Mayo, adjoining the store of Mr. August next.
that “ if the doctrine of public expenditure, provisions of this act, shall be taken and un dollars, the purchaser being the Attorney
James Lord. It is one of the pleasantestAlfred, May 30, 1836.
which is advocated at this day, had been ad derstood thereby to pledge the public faith General of the United States. We have also situated, and best stand for business, and is
vanced in the days of the elder Adams, he of such States to repay the same, or any part understood that eleven acres (principally also the most convenient store in town.
NOTICE.
could hardly have defended himself from thereof, to the United States, whenever Con wharf lots) were recently disposed of, to a
(Tr’Rent moderate. For further particu
gress
shall
require
the
same
to
be
repaid
by
popular personal violence ; and now, he who
lars apply to
GEORGE WISE.
company, for one million of dollars.
HIS may certify, that I, DANIEL
¿dare even question the throwing away of any act or acts which shall require such pay
Kennebunk, June 11, 1836.
SMITH, Jun., of Newfield, do give to
ment,
rateably,
and
in
equal
proportion,
from
millions, is marked down as opposed to the
my son Cyrus K. Smith, his time henceforth
Greenough's Washington.—The Rev. Dr.
all the States which had received the same.
republicans of the country !”—Dover Enq.
FLINT MORGAN.
to transact business for himself, and that I
Fisk, president of the Wesleyan University at
Middletown, in a letter to the editor of tfie
FflHIS celebrated Horse shall in future claim none of the fruits of his
From Mexico.—Vera Cruz papers to May N. Y. Com. Advertiser, dated at Florence,
Major Norton, the Ambassador of the Tex
DANIEL SMITH, Jr.
may be found at the labors.
an Republic to our government, is from 11 have been received at New York. The Jan. 16 says : ‘ Our countryman Mr. GreenNewfield, May 21, 1836.
following places, viz : at
Maine, a printer, and served an apprentice news of the capture of Santa Anna had not ough, is proceeding rather slowly in the stat
Stone’s Stable, Kennebunk,
ship we believe in the Advocate office in reached there. The minds of lhe Mexicans ue of Washington, which government or
UNION ACADEMY.
could hardly be prepared for so decisive a dered for the rotunda of the capital, owing as Mondays ; at Capt. Morrill’s, Wells, on Tues
Hallowell.—Augusta Jour.
days
;
at
Wilcox
’
s,
York,
on
Wednesdays
;
reverse, after the following news which is he informed me to his not having the prepa
HE next term of this Academy will com
at South Berwick Landing, Thursdays ; at
A writer in the Maine Farmer says he has copied from the Mexico Revista of May 3.
mence on Wednesday, June 15th. All
tions necessary to complete the work, furnish Hobb’s, Doughty’s Falls, Fridays ; at Col.
“ The famous Gen. Santa Anna and his ed him. These preparations, however, have
kept the yellow bugs from his vines, by pla
who desire to be received as students are re
Shaw
’
s,
Sanford
village,
Saturdays.
Condi

valiant division have covered themselves with now been made ; the plaster mould is finish
cing sprigs of tanzey round them.
quested to make application to Capt. Ralph
JOHN BELLOWS.
glory. The capture of Refugio, Victoria, Co- ed, and the cast in plaster will be completed tions liberal.
Curtis, a week at least before that time.
June 5, 1836.
3w
pano, La Baca, and the important Fort of
THOMAS O. LINCOLN, Secretary
Daniel Webster has entered largely into Goliad, will show to the whole world lhe en in about a fortnight. It may, however, be
of Board of Trustees;
the cultivation of the white mulberry at his ergy, decision and valor of the Mexicans, two years before the statue is complete. To Power Loom Weavers.
Kennebunk, May 21, 1836.
Doubtless it will do the artist and the nation
farm in Marshfield, Mass.
welve
good
weavers
of
fine
whose honor and territory are never invaded
goods may find employment and a
with impunity. In vain the wretched colo honor.’
MONEY WANTED,
Doctor B. Harrison.—Our readers will re nists burnt the towns, so far as they were aliberal compensation, at the Cotton Factory
OR which prime notes and mortgages of
member the shocking accounts heretofore ble; the Mexican army has driven them to
in
Kennebunk,
if
seasonable
application
be
Small Pox.—Important Discovery.—Dr. Lu
Real Estate, inferior to none in the
published of the murder and mutilation of the neighborhood of the Colorado, and very zenburg, a respectable physician of New Or made at the Factory, to Moses Fiske, or at
city, will be given.
Bank and other city
Dr. Benjamin Harrison, (son ofGeneral Wm. soon we shall receive intelligence that their leans, says he has discovered the cause and the Counting Room to the subscriber.
stocks bought and sold by
JONATHAN FISKE, Agent.
H. Harrison, of Ohio) at a farm house in last entrenchment is abandoned, and that the remedy for the disfiguration of the face
WM. H. WOOD,
Texas. We have now the satisfaction to there remains to them no other method of by the small pox. It is well known that the
Kennebunk, May 28, 1836.
Stock and Exchange Broker,
learn, from the Cincinnati Whig that the vengeance but pirating on our coast.”
face is usually the only part of the body
Fore Street.
LAST JVOTICE.
whole story was a fabrication and that letters
which is pitted and deformed by this disease,
Portland, May 10, 1836.
HE subscriber, about removing, would
have recently been received from Dr. Harri
On Saturday afternoon last, the frames of and Dr. Luzenburg says it is because this is
give notice to all persons indebted to ------------------------- ------------ -------------------son by his family, which prove that he is a- two Barns were raised in this village—the the only part that is exposed to lhe action of
him,
that he has left his Notes and Accounts NGLISH and American Tissue Paper—
live and well.
light.
He
has
ascertained
by
experiment,
one by Mr. Rufus Nichols, the other by Capt.
various colors.
Thomas Cults, Jr.—on which occasion we that when the face, however covered with in the hands of Edward E. Bourne, Esq.
Cartridge Paper.
for collection,—(no expense if paid previous
Emigration.—There have arrived at the are happy to say, the use of ard.ent spirits the pustules of this disease, if completely
Marble, Fancy, Rice and Gold Paper.
to the 1st day of July next.)
quarantine station at Staten Island, New was entirely dispensed with, and we may sheltered from the light, it will not be more
For sale by
D. REMICH.
J. G. MAYO.
marked
than
any
other
part
which
is
thus
add,
almost
as
matter
of
course,
that
no
acci

York, during the month of May, fifteen thous
Kennebunk, May 10, 1836.
Kennebunk, May 27, 1836.
protected.
dent
occurred.
—
Saco
Democrat.
and eight hundred and twenty-five passengers.

a

i

T

E

him.”

OARDEN seeds,

NOTICE.

It is interesting to notice the unifor

ConsWfaptioti, !

mity of the testimony borne by experience At a meeting of the Directors of the Port
on this subject, in every part of the world.
land Stage Company, held at Jonathan
d
[From the United States Gazette.]
DR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC Pitt.
As the laws of animal life are every where
Stone’s Inn, Kennebunk, on Monday,the TjAS just received from the New England HAVE
from (heir extraordihàrfsS
GIVE ME THE WILD WOOD.
9th day of May , 1836.
the same, as might be expected alcoholic poi
-OSeed
Store,
Boston,
a
large
assort

° There is a serene and settled majesty in
in giving instant relief, and in cnr
Voted, That the Agent of the Portland ment of Garden Seeds of the growth of
son
will
every
where
produce
the
same
dis

Woodland scenery, that enters into the soul, and
ing Colds, Coughs, Asthmas, biffi cuiu,t
Stage Company, be instructed to conform to 1835.
dilates and elevates it, and fills it with noble in astrous effects, and total abstinence will
Breathing, Wheezing, Tightness of ft
the requirements of an Act prohibiting the
clinations.”
W. Irving.
lead to the same happy results.—ib.
—AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING 1—
emission and circulation of Bank bills of a
Chest, Pain in thè Side, Spitting ofiirN
Early White Dwarf Case Knife Bean.
Give me the wild wood dark and gray,
small denomination and certain others, ap
Chillness and Shiverings that precede p’
London Horticultural Pole Bean,
And call it not a solitude,
Rum Story.—The Boston Times, proved March 19th, 1836.
Long Blood Beet.
vers and Lung Complaints generi
Give me the free winds wholesome play ;
tells us of a teamster, of Halifax, Mass, who
French Sugar Beet.
Voted, That the above vote, together with
Kissing the mountain, field, and flood.
become one ofthe most popular Medicine,
Bene Plant.
during the very cold weather, used to carry the 2d and 4th sections of said Act, be pub
I’d not live where the thousand things,
Early York Cabbage.
known, and are sought after from evert ha
That cause poetic imaginings,
a keg of rum in his sleigh. On a late jour lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, Maine
Early Dutch Cabbage.
of
the country, on account ofthe astonishing
Are known not by the whispers dear,
Democrat,
and
one
or
more
papers
in
the
Large late Drumhead Cabbage.
ney, he drank from the keg rather too freely,
That in the wild wood greet the ear.
success which has attended their adminish
City of Portland.
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pickling.)
drove out of his course into the woods, where
Long Orange Carrot,
DANIEL SEWALL, President.
tionin the above complaints,frequently curinJ
he remained five days, living or rather dying
Curled Cress, or Peppergrass.
Each bough that waves its foliage green,
NATH’L JEFFERDS, Clerk.
the most obstinate bases, and giving the mol
Early
Frame Cucumber.
Sings of manhood’s glowing prime,
on his liquor. When found, he was very bad
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That from
Long Green Prickley do.
unexpected relief, after every other remedv
While gnarled limbs above them seen,
ly frozen, and was conveyed home, where he and after the first day of June next, no per
Lettuce.
Tell stories of departed time ;
had
failed, and persons had given thenr
Green Citron Melon.
lingered in great agony, and then expired. son or body corporate in this State, shall pass,
E’en on these chroniclers of years,
selves up in despair of a cure !
Pine Apple Melon,
But the tragic tale does not end here. or put into circulation, directly or indirectly,
A moral in the moss appears,
Mustard,
They have been known to cure perso
As’t flaunts its tresses in the sky,
The rum keg was so large he had not been any Bank Bill or note of a less denomination
Nasturtium.
supposed to be far gone in consumption and
And saps the arms that lift it high.
White Portugal Onion,
able to empty it, and it was taken home with than two dollars issued by any Bank in this
Silver Skin do.
exhibiting all the appearance of approaching
him. While the family were busy in endeav State, and from and after the first day of Oc
There’s not a wind but has its tone,
Large Deep Red Onion.
dissolution.
“
tober
next
no
person
or
body
corporate
in
oring to bring this beastly father back again
Double Curled Parsley.
Waking up some treasured thought,
And such have been the salutary effects
Large Dutch Parsnep.
Whether it come from frozen zone,
to life, a little daughter, as if by instinctive this State shall pass or put into circulation as
Early Scarlet Short Top Radish,
aforesaid any Bank Bill or note of a less de
of these Pills even in hopeless cases as so
Or from the burning south is brought,
practice upon parental example, applied nomination than three dollars issued by any
Summer Savory,
The zephyr’s soft and soothing breath,
far to mitigate the sufferings ofthe patient
Rhubarb.
herself
to
the
keg
with
such
success
that
she
Bank
or
person
in
this
State,
and
from
and
The east wind, with its damps and death,
Canada Crook Neck Squash.
as evidently to prolong life for days and
died in a few hours.
Each is a herald trumping plain,
after the first day of June eighteen hundred
Early Bush Scollop Summer Squash.
weeks, and give to it a positive comfort they
A host of spirits in its train.
and thirty seven no person or body corporate
Early Long Warted do.
never expected to enjoy.
J
Long Winter Crook Neck do.
in this State shall pass or put into circula
There’s not o’er head a rushing wing,
Ruta Baga Turnip.
Medicines, Faisais and Oils. tion as aforesaid any Bank Bill or note of a
The operation of the pills is wonderful in
Early White Dutch do.
When fogs rest on the frozen rills,
liye-Staiffi and Groceries.
easing respiration, quieting the cough, and
less denomination than five dollars issued by
But breathes glad tidings of the spring,
Flower Seeds.
HE
subscribers
have
just
opened
at
the
an^
Bank
or
person
in
this
State,
procuring comfortable rest.
Fast hurrying to the northern hills,
—
ALSO
—
store recently occunied
FnwAnr»
Sec. 4.Be Beit
further
enacted.
--it further
enacted,
That if any
occupied hv
by E
dward
Common colds are frequently removed in
But tells that she with songs and flowers,
Gould, and will constantly keep MEDI person in this State shall violate the second an assortment of Seeds put up by the Shakers a few hours.
Will cheer once more the leafless bowers,
at
Alfred.
1
section
of
this
Act,
the
person
so
offending
CINES of all kinds and the best quality—
And round each trace of wintry death,
(^“Although, (says a person speakin?
April 16,1836.
PAINTS & OILS.
shall forfeit and pay for each and every such
Shed warm again her quick'ning breath.
of these PillsJ my wife has tried various
offence a sum not less than five nor more than
—ALSO—
There’s not, when sabbath morn is flush,
fifteen dollars. And if any Bank in this State PAINE & HUBBARD^ medicines of the first celebrity, for an
DYE-STUFFS &, GROCERIES,
With summer brightness, and the grove
Asthmatic difficulty, (or affection of the
all of which will be sold on as good terms shall violate any of the provisions of this Act,
COUNSELLORS AND ATTORNIES AT LAW,
Is sounding with the tuneful thrush,
such Bank shall forfeit and pay for each and
lungs,) which at times was exceedingly disas can be purchased here or elsewhere.
SPRING VALE, SANFORD.
A heart but thrills with holy love ;
every such offence five hundred dollars ; And
W. M. BRYANT.
tressing, confining her to her house for days
And when the blue bird’s parting note,
John T. Paine,
if any body corporate in this State, other than
A. WARREN.
In the fall breeze is heard to float,
and weeks together, she finds nothing gives
C
alvin R. Hubbard.
a
Bank,
or
the
Agent
of
any
such
body
cor

Kennebunk, May 21, 1836.
It is a sound that plainly tells,
her the relief which Relfe’s Asthmatic
April 2, 1836.
porate acting in said capacity, or any person
Of climes, where sunshine ever dwells.
Pills do !—easing her respiration, quietin?
votive
acting in said Agent’s stead, shall violate any
her cough, and giving her comfortable rest.’’
There is not a bird, that wings the air,
EATON & HILL have taken of the provisions of this Act, such body cor
Nor wind, that lifts the curling cloud,
IV.J. a room in the dwelling-house of Capt. porate shall forfeit and pay for each and every
And
this is the testimony of hundreds or
HE subscriber has on hand
Nor tree, that spreads its foliage fair,
Daniel Eaton, in Wells, where they intend such offence, a sum not less than twenty-five,
thousands. The relief which aged people
Ground
White
Lead
;
Nor flood, nor field, nor mountain proud,
carrying on the
nor more than one hundred dollars. And
as well as others, experience from the use
French Yellow ; Venetian Red ;
But tells the wanderer wild and free,
MlIfflERY AIVD BRESS each and every body corporate in this State, Chrome Green ; Litharge ; Red Lead ;
of these Pills, is truly astonishing, and ren
Of him, who caused these things to be,
Banks
not
excepted,
offending
as
aforesaid,
Making business, and will keep constantly fri
White Vitriol ; Gum Shellac ;
But has a voice, where'er he roam,
ders them invaluable to many, and are in
shall be liable to forfeiture of charter.
sale an assortment of
Prussian Blue ; Chrome Yellow ;
Such as ne’er came from fretted dome.
fact to some, an essential auxiliary to their
STRAW BONNETS & RICH RIB
I, the undersigned, as Agent Umber, &c.;
comfort, and almost to their existence !
BONS
Give me the wild wood—I can bow,
Linseed
Oil
;
Spirits
of
Turpentine
and
of all kinds, together with FANCY GOODS. of the Portland Stage Company, hereby give
Physician informs the Proprietor
With reverent heart, in house of prayer,
notice, that the provisions of the above law Japan, all of which will besold cheap for
Wells, May 18, 1836.
that a gentleman in the country observed
Can hear the organ breathing low,
Cash.
JAMES HUBBARD.
and vote will be carried into effect.
And feel high thoughts when mingling there,
to him, he had reason to believe the use of
Kennebunk, April 14, 1836.
All Drivers and others in the employment
let, still I love the untamed scene,
BRUCE’S NEW Y O RK TYPE of the P. S. C. are hereby directed to govern
these Pills had been the means of saving his
Where nought but God’s own finger’s been,
FOUNDRY,
themselves accordingly.
Where every thing can make us feel,
THE SILK CULTURIST life.
No. 13, Chamber-street, near Chatham.
And mocking pride ne’er comes to kneel.
ENOCH PAINE.
Price—whole boxes, 30 Pills, $1 ; half
AND FARMER’S MANUAL.
HE price of Five line Pica, plain and
Portland, May 10, 1836.
J. B. C.
Published monthly by the Executive Commit do. 12 Pills, 50 cts.
antique, is reduced to 25 cents a lb.
tee of the Hartford County Silk Society, at
and Six line Pica and larger to 20 cents,
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
50 cents per annum. Volumes 1. and 11.
thereby making these perfect metal types
DUMFRIES’
HE object of this publication is to dis
REMINISCENCES OF RUM-SEL cheaper than any other.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Patent
seminate
a
thorough
knowledge
of
the
This
foundry
has
a
most
extensive
and
un

LING.
granted to me for cleansing and dress
Silk business. The cultivation ofthe Mulber
ing Feathers, dated February 7th, 1834, has
Of all the evils that are inflicted upon paralleled assortment of Plain, Shaded, Con
densed and ornamented Types, by which been renewed with a more correct specifica ry Tree in all its varieties—rearing Silk
OR sore or inflamed Eyes—nothing
the community, that of licensing men to deal
Worms—the production of Cocoons—reeling
Printers at the letter-press are enabled to ri
out poison tothnir fellow beings, is one of val the impression from copper-plate in tion according to the Act of Congress in such and manufacturing Silk, and dyeing the same.
known gives such immediate and com
case made and provided ; and that ibis re
the greatest. Were the effects of their traf beauty, fancy and tasteful display.
The publication will contain a complete man fortable relief. On recent sore eyes, the
newed Patent is dated October 17th, 1835,
fic confined alone to those whoare willing
The assortment embraces 250 sizes or va and has been submitted to the examination ual of the silk culture from sowing the seed effect is most salutary. Where foe com
to become the dupes to their vile business, rieties, from twelve line pica to pearl, of Ro of learned counsel, who have pronounced it I to preparing for market Sewing Silk and plaint has been for years statiding^’and in
the evil might be better endured. But man, Italic, Black, Antique, Italian, Title, to be valid, and the invention well secured to Twist—and will keep the Culturist advised some exceeding bad cases, the most unex
when we see the effects upon the families Condensed, Shaded, Script, Backslope, the Patentee. Now, therefore, this is to cau with regard to the progress of the enterprize pected and desirable relief has been found
—the formation of Societies, and Companies,
of those who countenance the traffic; the German Text, Ornamented, Music, &c. and tion all persons against using without my li
in the use of this Eye Water, after every
also Piece Fractions, Superiors, Space Rules, cense and consent, my invention, or any of enactments of Legislatures for the promotion
misery it produces; when we see tender Astronomical and other signs, Ornamented
other remedy had failed.
Persons who
of
the
object,
and
facts,
and
experiments
of
wives and helpless children pining in want, Dashes, Long Braces, Brass Rules, nearly the different modifications of it, with which individuals. It will also contain choice arti have used it, pronounce it without hesitation
some portions of the community have been
we are astonished that a Christian and en 300 Borders, and more than 1000 Cuts or
deceived by designing men who prefer pil cles on new and interesting subjects connect the best preparation for these complaints
lightened public should suffer a traffic to Ornaments for Newspapers, School-Books, fering to an honest livelihood, as I am de-, ed with agriculture.
they have ever met with. Price 25 cents a
The Culturist was commenced in April bottle.
continue which is such a fiuitful source of and Scientific works.
termined to prosecute all infringements on
The subscribers furnish Composing-Sticks, my right, to the full extent and utmost rigor last—and there are now published Five
crime and misery. Not many miles from
Thousand Copies monthly, with a rapidly in
(t^None are genuine unless signed T,
the seat of government, there is a being in Cases, Chases, Galleys, Furniture, Paper, Ink, of the law.
all kinds of Printing Presses, and every arti
creasing
circulation.
Arrangements have KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprie
GEORGE REYNOLDS, Patentee.
the form of a man, who has a wife and fam cle required in a Printing-Office. They also
been made to furnish the first volume to tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
East Hartford, April 15, 1836.
ily,who has contracted the habit of beastlv execute orders for Stereotyping.
those who make early application for the whom they are for sale, at his Counting
intoxication. For some time past his wife
Printers of Newspapers who' publish this
second. Each Volume will contain ninety- Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
NOTICE.
has been confined by sickness ; destitute of advertisement (with this note) three times
LL persons indebted to the subscriber six quarto pages. One dollar forwarded to by his special appointment, by
the necessaries of life, at timesnot having before the first of July, 1836, and send a pa
are requested to make payment previ F. G. Comstock, Secretary, Hartford, Conn,
free of expense will pay for both volumes or
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
even a spoonful of meal in the house and per containing it to the foundry, shall receive
ous to the first of August next.
fifty cents for the latter. The second volume
nothing suitable for her situation, except payment when they make a purchase from
WM. BOURNE.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
commenced the first of April. No subscrip
Wells, May 2, 1836.
what the neighbors provided ; while he who the Foundry of four times the amount of their
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
tion received unless paid in advance.
had sworn to cherish and support her, was bill. The publication of our former adver
tisement is hereby forbidden.
Knowing the great difficulty of obtaining
Caution.
daily spending his earnings at the grogery
GEORGE BRUCE & CO.
HE subscriber having purchased of Or genuine Seed at a distance, the Secretary of
VEGETABLE MEDICINES,
and returning home at night in a state of
New York, Jan. 23, 1836.
lando Badger, the Patentee, the ex the Society will forward White Italian Mul
helpless intoxication. One sabbath late
berry
clusive right of using, constructing and vend
 Seed for 1000 trees, to those who are TJ REPARED by Dr. Elias Smith,
Boston. The following are among
ly, he went to one of these sinks of pollu
Mill Saws,
ing the Patent Improved Feather Renovator, subscribers to the first volume and order the It.
fey
’
1
tion and having nothing to pay for the
many preparations kept constantly for
for cleaning and dressing feathers, for the Second and to such as subscribe for both the
!sale by BURLEIGH SMART, Druggist,
County of York, hereby cautions all persons volumes before the first of July next.
WM. LORD.
means of satisfying his depraved appetite,
Hartford, Conn. April, 1836.
jKennebunk, viz:
April 22,1836.
against using or vending said machine within
he sent to the owner of the establishment to
said County, as every infringement ofthe
take the boards from the floor over the room
VEGETABLE ELIXIR.
HEMLOCK BOARDS.
patent which comes to his notice will be
&-ROVJVIP PLASTER.
where his wife was confined, which he did,
Excellent for pain in the stomach and
ANTED by the subscriber, 20 M prosecuted to the extent of the law.
Just received per sch. Morning Star,
bowels, and Rheumatic complaints.
and by this means obtained his supply for
Merchantable Hemlock BOARDS.
GEORGE LORD.
CASKS PLASTER PARIS,
the day. What will not a rum-seller do for
South Berwick, April 7, 1836.
tf.
AMERICAN HYGEIAN PILLS.
WM. LORD.
which is offered for sale at
the sake of gaining a few cents ? In an ad
May 5, 1836.
For the Head-Ache, pain in the Stomach
Portland
prices.
©lacking.
joining town is another of these deluded
Farmers who wish to make an experiment and Bowels, Costiveness, Stranguary and
IVERMORE’S PASTE & LIQUID
creatures, who being destitute of hay to sup
Palm Leaf Bats.
of this article will please call soon at the Sub Piles.
BLACKING,
recommended
as
a
su

LARGE assortment of PALM LEAF
port an only cow, went to a neighbor and
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
scriber’s, No. 4, Pepperell Square.
perior article, for sale by
HATS for sale by the subscriber.
succeeded in obtaining a loan of five dol
Useful for cold and foul stomach, violent
JOHN GILPATRICK.
D.
REMICH.
WILLIAM LORD.
lars, stating to him that he wished to pur
Saco, April 20, 1836.
colds, cough, sore throat, and to relieve front
March 31, 1836.
Kennebunk, May 4, 1836.
chase some hay for his cow ; but instead of
threatened fevers.
doing that, went to a drunkery and laid out
*9881 f9 ¿JBn.iqoj ‘^unqouuoyj
VEGETABLE BITTERS.
PORTER HALE
his five dollars for rum, took it home with
XJRVTIIH d IASI
For Jaundice, Loss of appetite, sickness
TITAS
lately
received
and
offers
for
sale
•sajou
paAoadde
.
to
qsea
joj
mo
{
him and drank to intoxication ; and in his
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
in the stomach, head-ache, &c.
madness, seized bis infant, seven months -fi-X a prime assortment of GOODS, X.I9A p[os aq {[Tas. qoiqAk ‘sujajied jua.iajpp jo
suitable for the season.
CATHOLICON.
'SflKVflfl SRij
SEAOLS THE character of this celebrated Oint
old, and threw it on the fire, and put some
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
jo juacuwosse aSaej Bopsnod
Excellent for consumptive complaints,
of the other children out of the house. He
•ssautsnq aAojg pm? mj, aqj oj saan speedy and certain cure for that loathsome coughs, indigestion, costiveness, sinking and
The Nation’s Progress.
then began to abuse his wife, and had it not
R Licentiousness and Ruin : A dis -ua.iddi? st? ‘qSu jo sjroX uaajxts pus uaaj -j-’ disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of pain in the stomach and bowels, and pul
been for some of the neighbors, we know
course delivered on the evening of the -Jtioj uaaMiaq ‘spu[ aApae aajqi j0 OMklj pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar monary complaints generally.
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
not how far his fury might have carried
annual Fast in Massachusetts, April 7, 1836,
PEACH CORDIAL.
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
him. How long shall such beings be suf by John Gunnison, Pastor of the Union
Useful
to
increase and regulate the appe4
which
are
so
eminently
useful
for
removing
fered to exist in this Christian land ? How Evangelical church of Amesbury and Salis
NOTICE.
tite, help the digestion, remove pain in the
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
PORTER HALL.
long shall men be allowed to deal out fire bury. For sale by
HE subscriber having contracted with Afresh supply is just received, and for sale bu stomach or bowels.
Kennebunk, May 6, 1836.
brands, arrows and death among the com
the town of Lyman, for the support of
BOTANIC OINTMENT.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
munity ? May the time soon come, when
Mary Cousins, a pauper, for one year, hereby
A certain cure for humors, corns, stiff
uru . i t ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
Paper Hangings.
gives notice that he has made suitable pro
an end shall be put to this traffic in human
Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
CASE low priced Paper Hangings— vision for her support, and hereby forbids all and Henshaw & Co Delano & Whitney, Hastings, joints, shrunk cords, stiffness in the neck,
blood; when men will no longer think of
&
neat
patterns,
this
day
received
by
persons harboring or trusting her on his ac Marsh & Co. W.C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, .T P. rheumatic complaints, -swelling
----- o in
- the throat,
dealing out that which turns men into de
Haii
and
others,
Druggists
in
Boston,
and
all
orders
i
c
h*
‘
blams,
chapped
hands,
weakness
and
count,
or
on
account
of
the
town,
as
he
will
Tjr
D.
REMICH.
mons, and reduces them below the level of
be addressed to L. Th wing, & Co. Dedham, Mass. pain
• • in the
■ - back,r sores, ringworms, cuts and
Kennebunk, April 12, 1836.
pay no bill for her support.
the brutes ? Let the friends of temperance
JACOB RHOADES.
burns.
act unitedly,consistently and peseveringly,
Lyman, April 30, 1836.
TTfeODDRIDGE’S FAMILY EXPOSOLIVE OINTMENT.
and their efforts will at last be crowned with
ITOR ; Wayland’s Moral Science ;
Very useful for salt rheum, as many can
HE subscriber having contracted with
success ; for theirs is the course of truth and
Boyer’s French Dictionary;
testify.
the town of Kennebunk, to support SPRING AND SUMMER
it must and will prevail.
p,
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer;
HEALTH RESTORATIVE.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
The Backslider—or No. 5 of “ Ware’s
Maine Temperance Herald.
GOODS.
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
Scenes and Characters illustrating Christian
For obstructions in the Liver and Kid
truth.”
vision for them at the Alms-House, and here
neys, Dyspepsia, Stranguary, and Female
lam much better without it.—Such is the by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
Life of the Saviour ;
complaints
in general.
AS just received and is now opening an
testimony of a Mahratta who has recently any of the Paupers of said town on his ac
Young Man’s Guide ;
extensive assortment of
COUGH POWDERS.
Young Lady’s Sunday Book;
embraced the Christian faith, formerly intem count or on account of the town, as he will
FRENCH, ENGLISH & AMERICAN
Good for hooping cough, and ulcers in
Young Lady’s Own Book ;
perate. “ I became convinced,” he says, pay no bill for their support.
PIECE GOODS,
Young Man’s Own Book ;
JAMES WARREN.
the throat.
si that I must cease from all sinful works. I
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
suitable for the present and approaching A great variety of CHILDREN’S BOOKS.
began by leaving off drinking. Now’ I do
CATHARTIC DROPS.
season.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
not drink any spirits at all, and I find that
Excellent for indigestion, liver complaints,
Kennebunk, May 14,1836.
W.
I.
GOODS
&
GROCERIES^
GRASS SEE©.
lam much better without it. I am deter
stranguary, obstructions in the kidneys, and
ERDS GRASS & Clover Seed, for Crockery, Glass and Hard
mined never to drink any. more, and I shall
a certain cure for costiveness.
COFFEE.
sale by
Ware.
not give it to any of my friends. When I see
Orders for any of the above Medi
FIL
BAGS
of
old
Sumatra
COFFEE,
WILLIAM LORD.
All of which are for sale on reasonable terms.
any one drink, I will turn my back upon | March 19, 1836.
for sale by
WM. LORD.
cines will be attended to faithfully.
Kennebunk, May 6, 1836.
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April 22, 1836.

Kennebunk, August 11, 1835».

